
Sort Number Sort 1 Sort 2 Sort 3 Sort 4 Sort 5 Sort 6 Sort 7 Sort 8 Sort 9 Sort 10

Test Date 9/1/2017 9/8/2017 9/15/2017 9/22/2017 9/29/2017 10/6/2017 10/13/2017 10/20/2017 10/27/2017 11/3/2017

lightweight anything taxes leaf swim blame cutting spoiled rocked planned

headfirst somehow buses life run score moving tugged roared mixed

downstairs outfit wishes knife yell tune adding asked traded saved

snowflake sometime speeches goose rest eating spelling slipped wagged waited

bookmark nothing splashes deer passing use stopping tripped graded wanted

downtown beside scratches women sit clean living shouted clipped seemed

bookworm themselves horses mouse jump rain humming chained baked grabbed

snowstorm somewhere mixes knives standing ride floating mailed stamped helped

daylight myself churches wolves swimming raining coming guarded wasted closed

headlight herself crashes teeth yelling driving begging stirred tasted nodded

snowplow someone voices geese put load chewing snapped bailed started

flashlight yourself peaches mice pick drive grinning sobbed knitted liked

headphones outside eyelashes loaf running cleaning talking cheered farmed stepped

downpour itself kisses woman standing blaming taking washed started hunted

cookbook sideways lunches tooth passing read jogging pointed knotted shouted

sunlight checkout leashes leaves putting using snowing dipped scored passed

headstrong outfield changes lives sitting scoring working chopped rubbed dropped

snowball throughout branches sheep resting riding having dripped scarred lived

scrapbook something places wolf jumping eat pushing zipped stared called

countdown ashes picking loading smiling loaned handed named

tuning shipped waved

reading jumped skated

dropped marked

punted whizzed

pouted

hissed



Sort 11 Sort 12 Sort 13 Sort 14 Sort 15 Sort 16 Sort 17 Sort 18 Sort 19 Sort 20 Sort 21 Sort 22

11/17/2017 12/1/2017 12/8/2017 12/15/2017 1/5/2018 1/12/2018 1/19/2018 1/26/2018 2/2/2018 2/9/2018 2/23/2018 3/2/2018

keep dinner winter robot river poet plotting monkeys replying complain delight explode

shone pretty matter sofa trainer complete meeting babies copying painter ninety hostess

threw diner female frigid pilot kingdom quoted ponies carrying decay surprise suppose

freeze tiger follow primate never riot waited stories studying mistake machine lonely

slide penny problem wagon frozen pumpkin faded alleys stays crayon decide compose

kept later water tulip planet area spelling parties hurried parade higher owner

froze paper final bison peanut monster writing valleys replied chocolate advice bureau

drive puppy number timid student subtract nodded trays enjoying mayor brightly lower

bleed rabbit butter edit leader kitchen shouting ladies copied maybe survive decode

slide even finger china finish trial acted fireflies studies escape forgive lonesome

drew over fever tiger humor English floated boys replies bracelet driveway remote

sweep kitten yellow chili seven cruel skated toys carries amaze combine loafer

know hello sister ripen lazy mushroom wanted donkeys enjoys pavement slightly alone

drove ruler pattern habit present control saving candies stayed basement arrive closely

bled lesson member atom sneaker lion standing duties hurries explain lightning Europe

draw busy bottom siren second hundred needed berries staying railroad provide soapy

shine crazy chapter comic easy died hunted journeys studied raisin sidewalk approach

knew summer moment climate minute inspect taking families copies today favorite poster

swept open pillow rodent music video getting carried remain invite awoke

throw happy blanket shiver lemon children using enjoyed payment highway postage

tiny palace leaking hurrying obey describe erode

rapid

cabin

humid



Sort 23 Sort 24 Sort 25 Sort 26 Sort 27 Sort 28 Sort 29 Sort 30 Sort 31 Sort 32

3/9/2018 3/16/2018 3/23/2018 4/13/2018 4/20/2018 4/27/2018 5/4/2018 5/11/2018 5/18/2018 5/25/2018

reduce leather lightning voyage always careful order wardrobe person sermon

balloon increase useful drowsy author beware record worse firmly earthquake

useful season invade country almost fairy shorter waffle purpose teardrop

cartoon complete debate destroy August harvest perform warning spirit sincere

doodle reader speaker announce all right carpet forest world perfect cheerful

Tuesday heavy freezer moisture lawyer barely sorry wander dirty serpent

moody defeat delete coward although partner normal warden further learner

refuse pleasant disease amount awkward barefoot reward worry merry spearmint

raccoon feature flowing thousand autumn haircut corner squat certain adhere

toothache sweater crayon avoid laundry aware ashore warrior birthday hermit

excuse freedom define poison laughed toward forty worthy hurry pearly

noodle indeed advice trouble awesome declare before squash mermaid yearbook

beauty meaning compose noisy gnawed repair northern quarter thirsty merely

shampoo steady decay annoy caution parents explore worship turtle thermos

pollute extreme refrain employ flawless market border squabble perhaps rehearse

conclude fifteen remote allow faucet pardon forward quarrel birdbath appear

scooter eastern enclose double already hardly corncob worthwhile furnish kernel

confuse repeat frighten loyal auction marble chorus squad service yearning

cocoon thirteen salute county gawking despair ignore swarm during dreary

cougar healthy dispute around sausage dairy adore dwarf Thursday earnest

amuse dainty about haunted florist backward circle searching

awake appoint inform

polite counter

brightly southern

pointed


